Faster than Light...or Not?
Can neutrinos travel faster than the speed of light? A recent experiment
suggests they can, leading to much debate in the scientific community. ICTP
neutrino expert Alexei Smirnov puts the findings into perspective • • •
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Faster than Light...
or Not?
ICTP PHysICIsT ALExEI smIRNOv gIvEs PERsPECTIvE
TO RECENT NEuTRINO FINDINgs
On 22 September 2011, Gran Sasso National Laboratory’s OPERA research
collaboration published results that created quite a stir in the scientific community
and grabbed international headlines. The collaboration’s results indicated that
they had detected particles (neutrinos) that travel at velocities faster than light.
Needless to say, the results of this superluminal neutrino velocity created
extremely intensive debates in the physics community, with more than 150 papers
published since then on possible interpretations or mistakes of the OPERA
results. The collaboration recently reconfirmed their original results in a new test
experiment; however, the scientific community continues to carefully study the
outcomes.
Alexei Smirnov, senior researcher at
ICTP and a prominent figure in the world of
NEUTRINOS
neutrino physics, says that the reconfirmation
of the OPERA results might have addressed
some criticisms, but that many comments and
questions he had when the results were first
published remain.
“Neutrino physics is full of anomalies, which appear and disappear from time
to time,” he says, “And, as far as the results of the OPERA experiment go, there
are many subtle points that need further investigation.”
To begin with, says Smirnov, experimental physicists will continue to check
for any systematic errors in measurements. “The OPERA results show that the
neutrino velocity is 60 nanoseconds faster than light, but they have arrived at
this figure by subtracting comparatively large values of time delays, which are at
much higher scales than nanoseconds, and by using very long proton bunches,”
he says. This means the precision of the final result is subject to doubt.
Secondly, one crucial step will be to revisit the way time measurements were
carried out. The team used the global positioning system and precision caesium
clocks to determine the time required by neutrinos to travel from the particle
accelerator at CERN to the OPERA detector in Italy. “What I would like to know
is how one can verify the synchronization of the clocks at CERN and at Gran
Sasso Laboratory,” says Smirnov.
Moreover, Smirnov points out, there are a number of theoretical aspects that
raise red flags. For example, even if the neutrino velocity were faster than that of
light, the difference to be expected would be much smaller than 60 nanoseconds.
Also, neutrinos cannot be considered in isolation, as they are, after all, elementary

+ Alexei Smirnov

subatomic particles. “If indeed the
neutrinos are travelling faster than
light, we have to ask ourselves,
why have associated effects of this
superluminal velocity not been seen
in other particles?”
And most importantly, the
theory of relativity (wherein the
velocity of light is considered to be
the fastest) has worked extremely
well in explaining many aspects of
physics and has given observable and
verifiable results, says Smirnov. “If
the results of OPERA are correct, we
still need to consider why the theory
of relativity has been able to answer
the questions it has, and that too with
experimental backing.”
“The interpretation of OPERA
results in terms of superluminal
neutrinos may be proven wrong
on further investigations, but these
results have given physicists an
impetus to work on newer areas,”
says Smirnov, adding, “In the course
of the investigations, physicists may
make other landmark discoveries
and increase our understanding of
different phenomena. That is what is
important.”
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+ Neutrinos
produced by decays
of the products of
collisions between
protons accelerated
at the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS)
and a graphite fixed
target at CERN pass
through the Earth to
a huge detector at
Gran Sasso in Italy.
During their 732
km journey they will
reach a maximum
depth in the Earth of
11.4 km.
© copyright CERN
2001

THROwINg LIgHT ON NEuTRINO BEHAvIOuR
Alessandro Bertolin (INFN,
Padua), a member of the team that
is working to measure the velocity
and oscillations of neutrinos
generated at a particle accelerator
(Super Proton Synchrotron) at
CERN, presented the findings of
the paper “Measurement of the
neutrino velocity with the OPERA
detector in the CNGS beam” at
ICTP on 28 September.
The project, CERN Neutrinos
to Gran Sasso (CNGS), aims to
decipher the nature and behaviour
of neutrinos, which are elementary
subatomic particles that carry
no charge, have negligible mass,
and interact very little with matter
(which means they pass through
matter as though it did not exist).
In 1962, scientists discovered
that there exists more than one
type of neutrino. As of now,
physicists have detected the
existence of three types (or
flavours) of neutrinos: electron,
muon and tau. They have also
detected a curious behaviour of

neutrinos: that of changing from
one flavour to another (termed by
physicists as oscillation).
The primary goal of the
OPERA experiment at Gran Sasso
National Laboratory in Italy
is to detect if any of the muon
neutrinos produced at the CERN
particle accelerator changes to
tau neutrinos. Another aspect
of the experiment is to measure
the velocity of these elementary
particles.
This measured velocity is
what has recently grabbed
headlines: the team discovered
neutrinos arriving from Super
Proton Synchrotron at CERN to
the OPERA detector at velocities
that appear to be 60 nanoseconds
faster than the speed of light in
vacuum.
Bertolin, at the talk, said that
the team had put in painstaking
effort with the time and distance
measurements to determine
neutrino velocity. The OPERA
team has not drawn any definitive

+ Alessandro Bertolin

conclusions from this apparently
anomalous observation, and
Bertolin stressed that the team
decided to publish the surprising
findings so that the physics
community can go ahead and do a
thorough check of these results.
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superfluidity
in Quantum Systems
REsEARCH TARgETs PHAsE TRANsITION
OF suPERFLuIDs TO INsuLATORs
Cold atoms represent an exciting area of research for condensed matter
physicists. Ever since 1995, when scientists created the first ultracold quantum
gas, experiments continue to uncover fascinating behaviours of matter at the
quantum level.
At ultra-low temperatures scientists can change, at will, the interaction
between atoms, a luxury that is unheard of in ordinary solid and liquid systems.
This new freedom permits experimental study of issues that had long been
abandoned as insoluble and unverifiable.
One quantum behaviour that is of great interest to researchers is the
phenomenon of superfluidity, when
materials, under extremely cold
temperatures and pressure, flow without
SUPER
friction. Researchers in ICTP’s Condensed
FLUIDITY
Matter and Statistical Physics section have
been looking at what happens when disorder

+ Mikhail Kiselev and Sebnem Gunes Söyler

is introduced to a boson superfluid.
In particular, they have analysed and
documented the phase transition
of a superfluid state to a disorderinduced, insulator state. Their results,
which have been published in the
25 October issue of Physical Review
Letters (PRL 107, 185301 2011),
make an important contribution
to the study of superfluidity
in quantum systems.
Sebnem Gunes Söyler, first author
of the paper and a postdoctoral
fellow at ICTP, explained that the
main result of the analysis is that
this phase transition had an almost
unobservable response to the
disorder effect. “It was surprising
that the weak but finite disorder
actually didn’t shift the transition
point,” she said, adding, “Our results
are pretty accurate, but will lead to
another work, as we want to study
different types of disorder in lattice
or uniform distributed systems, to
see how this point changes, and to
see if it is a global effect, because
actually this transition point between
superfluid to Bose Glass point
depends on the type of disorder
used.”
Co-authors of the article include
ICTP scientist Mikhail Kiselev, and
N.V. Prokof ’ev and B.V. Svistunov
of the University of Massachusetts,
USA.
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Diploma Certificates
Awarded
CEREmONy mARks 20TH yEAR OF PROgRAmmE
After a year packed with intensive course-work, lectures, exams, and thesis
writing, 50 ICTP Postgraduate Diploma students gathered to celebrate and be
celebrated at the Diploma award ceremony held in Trieste on 19 August. The
ceremony marked the end of the academic year and the beginning of doctoral
studies for many of the students.
The year 2011 also marked the 20th anniversary of the Programme, which
was started in 1991 by ICTP’s founder, Abdus Salam. The Programme was
specifically instituted to impart advanced training to bright students from
developing countries and ensure that they can compete favourably for graduate
studies in any centre of learning in the world.
Speaking at the award ceremony, ICTP
Director Fernando Quevedo said that the
Postgraduate Diploma Programme is at
DIPLOMA
the core of ICTP’s training initiatives and
that he hoped the students would continue
to keep their contacts with the Centre and
with each other.
Over the years, the Postgraduate Diploma Programme has enabled students
coming from developing countries, where opportunities to learn from active
researchers are rare or non-existent, to interact with and learn from some of
the best minds in the fields of physics and mathematics.
Marks Ruziboev, a Mathematics Diploma student from Uzbekistan, says,
“ICTP is a gate for scientists from the developing world and during the
programme I was able to establish contacts and get to know mathematicians

+ Diploma Class 2010-2011

from different parts of the world.”
Ruziboev will go on to pursue
his doctoral studies and has been
accepted into the new Joint ICTPSISSA PhD programme.
ICTP’s unique role as a
knowledge hub for scientists
from all over the world means
that the students not only have
the opportunity to increase their
network but also to strengthen
scientific ties with their own
countries. Loan Truong, a high
energy physics student from
Viet Nam, says that her future goal
is to work efficiently in her field
and contribute to the science
development in her own country.
“The Diploma Programme helped
strengthen and enrich the knowledge
in my major area of study,” she says.
Truong too will join the Joint ICTPSISSA PhD programme and pursue
her doctoral studies.
Some of the other institutes
where the Diploma graduates have
been accepted for PhD programmes
include Houston University (USA),
Max Planck Institute Düsseldorf
(Germany), KAUST (Saudi Arabia),
Ecole Polytechnique (France), and
University of Trieste (Italy).
In the 2010-2011 batch of
students, 29 students were from
Africa, 18 from Asia, and 3 from
South America. The Postgraduate
Diploma Programme is offered in
high energy physics, condensed
matter physics, earth system physics,
mathematics, and general physics.
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Using X-Rays to Look
Beyond Bones
ICTP’s mLAB Is TEsTINg NEw DEvICEs
FOR ANTHROPOLOgICAL REsEARCH
The 7,000-year-old tooth has a hole in it, with traces of resin clinging to
the inside. Right now, those are the only facts, but they already give rise to a
jumble of questions. Was the hole a cavity? Was the resin a filling? Is the tooth
evidence that the agriculturalists living near Trieste 7,000 years ago were
already discovering dentistry? The tooth holds clues that may help answer such
questions, but they’re too tiny to see with the naked eye, and the amount of
material is so small that carrying out a conventional analysis might demolish
the whole artefact.
The unfortunate reality of needing to destroy anthropological artefacts
in order to study them is encouraging
researchers, including a group at ICTP’s
Multidisciplinary Laboratory (MLab),
MLab
to develop a new portfolio of instruments
and methodologies to study objects from
the past. Last year, the MLab and Elettra
Synchrotron Light Laboratory embarked
on a 3-year quest to develop compact and portable x-ray devices capable of
analysing the structure and chemical composition of ancient bones, buildings,
and art objects. The project is funded by a €600,000 grant from the local
government of Regione Friuli Venezia Giulia. In Italy, these will be the first
instruments of their type devoted to anthropological research.
Micro-Computed Tomography (MCT)
Inside the lab, the tooth with the cavity is packed away in a box. Meanwhile,
Federico Bernardini, a visiting scientist at the MLab, is busy preparing the
recently completed micro-computed tomography (MCT) instrument for its first
scans. The device is an uncomplicated and powerful trio of components—x-ray
source, rotating sample stage, and detector—set in a row inside a lead-lined
box. The MCT is purposely simple, and should be able to be taken apart and
reassembled easily; making on-location analysis possible for fragile objects that
cannot be shipped to the laboratory.
Taking an x-ray of a tooth is not, by itself, an extraordinary task. Every
day, dentists take 2-dimensional radiographies to monitor the health of their
patients’ teeth. What’s incredible about the MCT instrument is that it can take
thousands of those scans and create a high resolution, 3-dimensional model: a

+ Federico Bernardini examines a 7,000-yearold human tooth using the MLab’s tomography
equipment

complete, detailed reconstruction
of the object.
But while the data collection is
straightforward, the data analysis
is much more complicated for the
scientists at the MLab than it is for
dentists. They use two different
software programmes to turn
thousands of voxels (volumetric
pixels) of information back into
the digital replica of the tooth.
Claudio Tuniz, the director of the
project, estimates that it will take
at least 5 hours from the time the
artefact is placed in the scanner until
the resultant image is ready to be
analysed.
The new instrument’s unique, high
quality images (they have a resolution
100 times better than a typical
hospital CT scan) can be used to
delve into the details of the scanned
artefacts. The model of the tooth
will allow researchers to extract
information from the inner layers of
dentine and pulp without destroying
the outer enamel.
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an even better understanding of how
the bones were used.
Though Tuniz is most excited to
study the anatomy and evolution of
hominids, the scanner will be used
for cultural and artistic objects in
addition to bones. Images of vases
and pottery, for example, would allow
researchers to see those artefacts from
the inside and determine how they
were constructed without destroying
them.
+ 3-D model of a 7,000-year-old human tooth

In addition to learning the age and
sex of the owner of the tooth, the
team will gain clues about the diets
and lifestyles of ancient people. Tuniz
said that after the tooth has been
analysed, the team plans to scan a
number of full skulls, including an
early agriculturalist who lived near
Trieste and several Neanderthals that
were sent from a museum in Rome.
With the MCT images, they can make
minute details visible, like the tiny
bones of the inner ear and growth
lines in the teeth. Researchers will be
able to construct a “virtual anatomy”
and compare the features on the skulls
of early hominids to one another and
to modern humans.
By tracing the changes in a body
part’s structure, scientists gain clues
about how that part functioned. Tuniz
is curious about how the way early
hominids used their bones differs
from the way modern humans use
theirs. “Biomechanics is important for
evolution,” Tuniz explained.
The 3-dimensional nature of the
MCT scans offers advantages beyond
magnification. “Once you have a
3-D image, you can simulate and
reconstruct other things,” Tuniz said.
Eventually, he wants to reconstruct
entire faces from the MCT scans of
the skulls, which he said would “give
life to the tomographies” and provide

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD
and X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)
The second device the MLab is
working on measures the chemical
and mineralogical composition of
materials using x-ray diffraction
(XRD) and x-ray fluorescence (XRF).
The instrument consists of two
pieces, an x-ray source and a detector,
each of which fits comfortably in a
single hand, making it possible to
take the instrument into the field
to measure ruins or fossils in their
original locations.
The MLab and the local
government have drawn up an
agreement to use the device at the
world heritage sites in the nearby
town of Aquileia, including both the
ancient Roman port and the mosaicfilled basilica. Tuniz explained
that determining the chemical and
mineralogical composition of the
raw materials used to build these
historic landmarks will establish the
origin of each building material, and
knowing whether different types of
stone were imported from Greece
or Tuscany or sourced locally helps
define the town’s trade routes. Better
knowledge of the original building
materials will also lead to increased
authenticity in restoration work.
The device has not yet been used
in the field, but Tuniz plans to start
testing it in the near future.

Adding to Data Collections
without Depleting Artefact
Collections
Reconstructing the past requires
highly interdisciplinary research.
The team at the MLab will
collaborate with anthropologists,
geneticists, biophysicists, and
climatologists, among many other
specialists, as they work to write
pre-history from found artefacts.
The new tools the MLab is
developing are “less complicated
and less destructive than
previous methods,” of analysing
archaeological finds, Tuniz said, but
he added that they are “destructive
at the microscopic level,” causing
damage to any DNA present in the
artefacts. Tuniz plans to work with
palaeogeneticists to ensure that
DNA samples are collected from
some of the bones before they are
scanned.
Whereas archaeologists in the
early 20th century focussed on
excavation, finding and uncovering
buried historical treasures, their
21st century counterparts seem
more concerned with preservation,
and with finding non-destructive
methods for gathering information,
in hopes of leaving these treasures
in good enough condition that future
researchers have raw materials to
fuel their own curiosity.
In another century,
anthropologists might know all
about the development of dentistry,
and the fact that a hole in a tooth
was lined with resin might be of no
interest to them. But undoubtedly,
they will come up with different
questions about the lives of early
people, and that tooth might still
be in a box in the MLab, ready to
provide clues to any questions posed
with the proper tools.
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ICTP in
Brazil
CENTRE OPENs ICTP sOuTH AmERICAN INsTITuTE
FOR FuNDAmENTAL REsEARCH
ICTP has opened a regional branch in São Paulo, Brazil, to bring its unique
blend of high-quality physics and mathematics education and high-level
science meetings closer to scientists in South America.
The ICTP South American Institute for Fundamental Research is a
regional centre for theoretical physics created in collaboration with the
State University of São Paulo (UNESP) and the São Paulo Research
Funding Agency (FAPESP). It is located on the campus of the Institute for
Theoretical Physics (IFT-UNESP).
Activities, which are modelled on those of ICTP, will begin in 2012 with
international schools and workshops.
The Institute also will have an active
visitors’ programme together with several
BRAZIL
postdoctoral and permanent research
professor positions. Applications for these
positions, as well as for scientific visits
and proposals for 2013 activities, are
available on the Institute’s webpage www.ictp-saifr.org.
News from ICTP spoke to the Institute’s acting director, Nathan
Berkovits, about the priorities and plans for ICTP’s southern branch.
What are the priorities as the Institute begins its activities in 2012?
The new Institute has three top priorities: to conduct theoretical physics
research at the highest international standards; to provide an international
centre for schools and workshops; and to support theoretical physics
research in other South American countries.
In accomplishing all three of these priorities, the leadership and
guidance of ICTP will be crucial. UNESP and FAPESP are also providing
critical support in the form of permanent and postdoctoral research
positions, secretarial staff, and funding for visitors, schools and workshops.
Following the model of ICTP, the new Institute will regularly organise
schools and workshops for PhD students and will have an active visiting
programme for students and researchers from other South American
countries. The Institute will also hire five permanent research professors
selected by an international search committee, and will have funding for
several postdocs.

+ Nathan Berkovits

Why open this in Brazil?
There are several reasons to
open this Institute in Brazil, and
more specifically, in the city of
São Paulo. While most countries
are currently decreasing their
scientific investments because of
economic difficulties, Brazil has
been able to significantly expand
its investment in science over
the last decade. Moreover, it has
been recently understood that the
internationalisation of science in
Brazil is crucial for its advancement.
In South America, Brazil is the
most populous country with the
largest economy. And in Brazil, São
Paulo is the most populous city with
the largest economy. Furthermore,
São Paulo has several world-class
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THE ICTP-sAIFR’s
gOALs ARE:

• Conduct theoretical physics
research at the highest
international standards
• Provide an international
centre for schools and
workshops
• Support research in those
South American countries
where theoretical physics
research is not yet
well-developed
+ The Institute for Theoretical Physics of the State University of São Paulo

universities and enjoys the support
of FAPESP, which is probably the
most stable research-funding agency
in South America. One of these
world-class universities is the State
University of São Paulo, which
includes the Institute for Theoretical
Physics (IFT-UNESP) whose campus
is located in the centre of São Paulo.
The IFT was founded in 1952
and is one of the oldest theoretical
physics institutes in the developing
world, with approximately 20
permanent faculty and 60 master’s
and PhD students. The new ICTP
South American Institute will be
located on the first floor of the IFT
building and will use the facilities to
organise schools and workshops.
What fields will the Institute be
focussed on?
In the initial stage, research at the
new Institute will focus on those
areas of theoretical physics that are

< São Paulo

already present at the international
level at the IFT. This includes
particle physics, string theory,
general relativity and cosmology,
complex systems, Bose-Einstein

condensation, hadronic physics and
mathematical physics. However,
the long-term goal is to eventually
expand into all areas of theoretical
physics.
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Research
and Training
ZEROINg IN ON sEIsmIC ACTIvITy IN CENTRAL AmERICA
ICTP workshop focusses on scientific issues and capacity building
As participants sat through a workshop in Costa Rica discussing earthquake
sources in Central America, a 5.4 magnitude temblor rattled the proceedings.
The seriousness and urgency to bring together and train seismologists in the
region could not have been better underlined.
The joint ICTP-TWAS workshop on ‘Seismic Sources in Central America.
What is the largest earthquake each can produce?’ held from 30 October to
5 November, had two main aims: to address the scientific aspects of Central
America’s seismogenic potential and to build capacity in the region.
“Central America is exposed to the impact of large subduction earthquakes as well as earthquakes within continental
interiors,” says Abdelkrim Aoudia, research scientist from ICTP’s Earth System Physics section and director of the
workshop.
Aoudia points out that the subduction earthquakes can generate tsunamis. The
continental interior is crossed by large earthquake faults as well as active volcanoes,
RESEARCH
and in some cases these are located close to big cities. With such an exposure to natural
disasters, Central America counts in very few seismologists, far less than Africa. “There
is an urgent need to train seismologists and build a network of scientists in the region.
As of now the region has no more than 10 seismologists and very few institutes that
train them,” he says.
The situation in Costa Rica, where a magnitude 7.5+ is expected, is relatively well monitored, says Aoudia, but
neighbouring countries still have a long way to go in terms of training and preparedness. This is where ICTP steps in.
“The newly created network of Central American scientists covering Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Panama,
Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and including Venezuela and Colombia, will bring a balance of knowledge among the countries in
the region and will allow an adequate and efficient use of the few monitoring resources available,” he says. “Through the
workshop, we have been able to identify potential young applicants and students to ICTP’s programmes.”
This workshop focussed on all the countries on the western and southern parts of what is known as the Caribbean
plate. ICTP will be organising another workshop next year in Cuba, where Aoudia hopes to focus on the countries in the
eastern and northern parts of the Caribbean plate •

BOOsTINg RENEwABLE ENERgy
ICTP workshop focusses on storage, efficiency and affordability
A week-long workshop, from 17 to 21 October, organised jointly by ICTP and the International School for Advanced
Studies (SISSA), looked at new materials and fundamental processes that will give a boost to the renewable energy
sector. Topics covered at the workshop, by experts in the fields, include photovoltaics, artificial photosynthesis, fuel cells,
electrocatalysis and batteries.
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“While the need to shift toward sustainable energy sources is clear, high costs of
existing renewable energy sources and low conversion efficiencies have proved to
be stumbling blocks,” says Ralph Gebauer, ICTP scientist and one of the workshop
organisers. In order to replace traditional energy sources based on fossil fuels or nuclear
energy, it has become crucial to develop new materials with improved energy production,
storage, conversion and use.
The search and development of a new generation of materials such as fuel cells, solar
panels with organic semiconductors, and materials that can be used in artifical photosynthesis + Solar cells based on nanotechnology
promise more flexibility and lower
require collaboration between different disciplines and between experimentalists and
theorists. “We need to understand different aspects of these materials, their structure (up to costs. © Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.
the nanoscale), their energetics, and how they can be improved in terms of energy conversion
efficiency. This makes the field very appealing from a fundamental scientific point of view,” explains Gebauer.
Another very important goal of the workshop was to reach out to scientists from developing countries. “Many
developing countries lie in areas with strong solar radiation, strong winds, or both, and so renewable energy technology
can prove to be a very good energy option,” says Gebauer.
The workshop also included a poster presentation session, with over 50 participants presenting their research on new
materials and renewable energy. The complete recordings of the workshop are available on the ICTP.tv website •

BEyOND THE sTANDARD mODEL
Physicists gather at ICTP to discuss the latest results from the LHC
What are the origins of mass? What clues will allow us to better understand
dark matter? These are some of the questions physicists are trying to answer
using data obtained from the LHC.
And, ICTP provided a platform for such discussions. Experimental and
theoretical physicists met at an ICTP conference to discuss the latest results
obtained from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN.
The conference, titled ‘Beyond the Standard Model: Results with the 7 TeV
LHC Collision Data’, which opened on 19 September, gave participants a peek
+ Core of the ATLAS experiment (Courtesy: CERN)
into the data collected by the ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) and CMS
(Compact Muon Solenoid) experiments.
After the LHC resumed functioning in November 2009, it has been able to
achieve the world’s highest energy proton-proton collisions at a record-breaking luminosity. The results of these collisions
were presented in the context of ‘Beyond the Standard Model’, and this will help future developments in a broader
phenomenological context.
“The LHC experiments have yet to uncover physics beyond the standard model,” said conference director and ICTP
scientist Bobby Acharya. “Through this conference we can focus on sensible ways to move forward.”
Acharya leads ICTP’s involvement in the ATLAS experiment, which is one of the largest collaborative research activity
ever attempted in physics. Some 38 countries are involved, providing 3,000 physicists from more than 174 universities and
laboratories •

FuTuRE LEADERs IN NuCLEAR ENERgy HONE THEIR skILLs
Young professionals attend school on nuclear energy management
The nuclear landscape is facing challenging times: older, experienced nuclear experts and managers are
reaching retirement age, while recent events, such as the tsunami in Japan, have tested the expertise of professionals in the
field and the confidence of the general public in the safety of nuclear energy.
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With the aim of responding to these challenges, ICTP and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) jointly
organised a three-week school on nuclear energy management in August. The focus was on preserving, sharing, and
developing nuclear energy knowledge accumulated through years of experience.
The school brought together young professionals from developing countries, especially those countries that want to
include nuclear power in their existing energy mix and use other peaceful nuclear applications, and provided them with
a broad international perspective of nuclear energy management. The topics included economical, geopolitical, legal,
technical, and environmental aspects of using nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.
Apart from attending lectures by experts in the field, the participants took part in discussions, completed projects
and case studies, attended panel reviews, and had field visits to the Krsko Nuclear Power Plant in Slovenia and Elettra
Synchrotron Light Laboratory in Trieste, Italy.
One unique feature of the school was the international educational experience it afforded. ICTP in Trieste is the
only location where a global nuclear energy management school is offered and the participants are from many different
countries. ICTP and IAEA partnered again and hosted a school on nuclear knowledge management in September •

BuILDINg PHysICs FOuNDATIONs
School on Nonlinear Dynamics in Cameroon reflects
importance of basic science in Africa
It might not have a steady internet connection or a fine
library or even basic infrastructure that universities
in the developed world take for granted, but what the
University of Yaoundé I in Cameroon can boast of is
over 1,000 students
pursuing degrees in
physics, around 100
RESEARCH
PhD candidates in
physics, and a very
strong group working
on non-linear dynamics in complex systems. And, from 31
October to 11 November, the University along with ICTP + Participants in the School on Nonlinear Dynamics in Complex Systems, Cameroon
organised an advanced International School on Nonlinear
Dynamics in Complex Systems.
Markus Müller and Matteo Marsili, scientists in ICTP’s Condensed Matter and Statistical Physics section and directors
of the school, said they were impressed by the interest in the field and the number of participants that the activity
attracted. Around 115 physicists, mostly PhD students but also some master’s candidates and experienced researchers,
attended the two-week advanced school.
In a broad sense, nonlinear physics is the study of situations where the cause and effect are not proportional to
each other. And, this is indeed the case seen in many fields such as biophysics, geophysics, quantum electronics, optical
communications, and material sciences. The school afforded the participants an opportunity to learn from leading experts
and gain knowledge on analytical and computational approaches to models governing nonlinear physical processes.
“This level of interest in pursuing theoretical physics is quite exceptional for Africa,” says Marsili. “And that is why
ICTP involvement is important because it helps the researchers acquire an international dimension and see where their
research fits in the larger scheme.”
“As of now, many Cameroonian researchers work amongst themselves. In that sense they are perhaps isolated from the
international research community. Activities such as these will help foster international collaborations and result in joint
projects and papers,” adds Müller.
Both Müller and Marsili said organising the school helped them better understand the needs of researchers working
in developing countries such as Cameroon. ICTP’s role in helping researchers who are doing science in difficult conditions
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was very apparent, they said. ICTP’s educational and outreach programmes such as the Associateship and Federation
Schemes, Postgraduate Diploma Programme, and Training and Research in Italian Laboratories are well known and well
regarded in the Cameroon physics community.
“This activity made it clear that promoting basic science in the region is a much needed cause. Because the number
of physicists in Africa is low, many of the Cameroonian physicists are easily absorbed into universities not just in
Cameroon but all over Africa,” says Müller.
Marsili agrees; “One got the sense that doing basic science in the developing parts of the world is really meaningful. We
could see that basic science fills the immediate need for a strong teaching foundation, but more importantly, it is definitely
making a long-term impact by building up a scientific community capable of world-class research.”
“Teaching basic science has a broad impact much beyond the very science itself; it shapes critical thinking among people,
and this will help in understanding of complex problems and devising solutions, which are crucial to tackle issues in
developing countries,” adds Müller •

CAN wE ImPROvE REgIONAL CLImATE PROjECTIONs?
ICTP climate scientist Filippo Giorgi interviewed for article in Science
Predicting the future is not an easy job when it comes to regional climate change, but scientists are getting better at it,
according to Filippo Giorgi, ICTP climate scientist and head of the Earth System Physics section. In an interview for
an article in Science, he explains how regional projections from large model ensembles are showing increasing levels of
consistency, an indication of improved overall reliability. But he cautions that the models still fall short on providing
precise, quantitative information.
Scientists and policy-makers are grappling with the uncertainties that affect the accuracy of climate model predictions.
These uncertainties need to be characterised and quantified in order to provide useful information to decision-makers.
Giorgi says that the combination of results from different global and regional models are increasingly showing
consistent predictions, at least over some regions of the world. He points to the example of precipitation in the
Mediterranean area; he is confident the region will see a general decrease in the next decades based on projections from
multiple generations of large multi-model ensembles. What models are not yet able to predict is precisely how much of a
decrease it is likely to be. This is where the uncertainty needs to be quantified.
The regional climate modelling community is working on fine-tuning their models and conducting more coordinated
multi-model experiments in order to better characterise, and possibly reduce, the uncertainties that plague regional
predictions. Giorgi says that the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX), an international
coordinated framework operating under the auspices of the World Climate Research Programme, will provide an
unprecedented set of regional climate projections that will constitute a landmark in the efforts to provide better climate
information for devising response options to global climate change.
The complete article, “Vital details of global warming are eluding forecasters”, where Giorgi’s views are expressed, can
be accessed by registered users on the Science website (Science 14 October 2011: Vol. 334 no. 6053 pp. 173-174) •

+ View of Alanya, Turkey. The
Mediterranean basin faces a decrease
in precipitation in the next decades,
according to climate models
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ICTP LAuNCHEs iTunes u sITE
Includes free downloads of ICTP lectures, conferences, documentaries
Physics and mathematics students from around the world, as well as researchers interested in
cutting-edge lectures by some of the world’s most prominent scientists, have a new source for
knowledge: ICTP has joined iTunes U. iTunes U is a dedicated area of the iTunes Store (www.
itunes.it), that offers free educational content from leading educational institutions that can be
downloaded for free on a computer (Mac or PC), iPhone, iPad or iPod touch.
ICTP on iTunes U features over 240 videos of lectures, conferences, one-on-one video
interviews, documentary films, and important historical video footage of some of the most
prominent physicists of the 20th century, as well as physics and mathematics courses offered
by ICTP through its Postgraduate Diploma Programme. Most content is available in English,
while the documentaries are also available in Italian. Content can be accessed at
http://itunes.ictp.tv.
+ iTunes U at ICTP
“Online learning has been integral to ICTP’s
teaching culture. With its presence on iTunes U, the Centre enters a new era of scientific
NEWS
knowledge dissemination, as part of our effort to efficiently reach the worldwide scientific
community and to establish our presence online,” said ICTP Director Fernando Quevedo.
ICTP hosts more than 50 conferences and schools each year, covering many subjects
in pure and applied physics as well as mathematics. Through the Centre on iTunes U, the scientific community can tune in and
access recordings of lectures, seminars, workshops, and colloquia held at ICTP. These include talks by Nobel Laureates and
Fields Medallists, among others •

ABDus sALAm: THE DREAm OF symmETRy
New documentary premiered at ICTP
Abdus Salam’s accomplishments as a physics Nobel Laureate and founder of ICTP are well known.
Now, thanks to a documentary released 19 September at ICTP, the public can learn of Salam’s
extraordinary life journey, from a small town in what was then Punjab to his educational successes
in Lahore and Cambridge, to his arrival in Trieste to open ICTP and to his acceptance of the Nobel
Prize in Stockholm.
Titled “Abdus Salam: The Dream of Symmetry”, the documentary was shown in the Main Lecture
Hall of the Leonardo Building.
The film was written by Giuseppe Mussardo, with the collaboration of Luisa Bonolis for the
historical part, and directed by Diego Cenetiempo. ICTP sponsored the documentary in collaboration
with the Academy of Sciences for the Developing World (TWAS)
and the Consorzio per la Fisica.
+ Poster of the film “Abdus Salam - The
The Italian version of the documentary was shown on 10
Dream of Symmetry” for the Trieste
Science+Fiction international film festival
November—World Science Day for Peace and Development—
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in Trieste, at the opening of the Trieste Science+Fiction international film festival.
For a preview of the documentary, see the website (http://library.ictp.it/downloads/promo_salam.mp4) •

ICTP REsEARCHER APPOINTED TO HIRZEBRuCH CHAIR
The position is at the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics
ICTP mathematician Lothar Göttsche has been appointed to the prestigious Hirzebruch Research Chair at
the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in Bonn. This 1-year research position, from September 2011 to
August 2012, is for senior researchers and is funded by the Max Planck Society.
While at the Max Planck Institute, Göttsche hopes to work on enumerative algebraic geometry, in
particular on Donaldson invariants, versions of the Nekrasov partition function, Gromov-Witten and
Donaldson-Thomas invariants and their relation to modular forms. Apart from conducting research, he
will be collaborating with other researchers, postdoctoral fellows, and PhD students, as well as organising
lectures and seminars.
Göttsche shares this position with his wife and collaborator Barbara Fantechi, who is affiliated with the
International School for Advanced Studies (SISSA), Trieste •

+ Lothar Göttsche

wORksHOP ON ADvANCINg sCIENCE IN CAuCAsus AND CENTRAL AsIA
Participants hope to promote science and foster scientific interest in the region
Underlining its commitment to advancing scientific expertise in the developing world, ICTP supported a workshop on
advances and perspectives of basic science at Tbilisi State University, Georgia, from 1-3 November.
The workshop brought together 50 participants, including new and senior researchers and science policy makers from the
Caucasus and Central Asian Region.
The broad objectives of the workshop included promoting collaboration between scientists from the region working on
advanced international research projects, fostering collaboration between younger scientists, establishing new collaborations
with leading research centres within the region and around the world, and establishing new joint educational and research
projects.
Workshop participants came from Turkey, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, and
Tajikistan. ICTP was represented by Director Fernando Quevedo; Acting Deputy Director Seifallah Randjbar-Daemi; Vladimir
Kravtsov, head of the Condensed Matter and Statistical Physics section; and Joseph Niemela, head of the Multidisciplinary
Laboratory.
More details about the workshop can be found on the Tbilisi State University website •

IN mEmORIAm
Adriano Lucatello
1954 - 2011
It is with great sadness that ICTP announces the passing of Adriano Lucatello,
head of the Personnel Office, who died on 19 October after a long battle with
cancer. Adriano had been at ICTP since 1983. Starting first at the reception of the
Galileo Guesthouse, Adriano then performed finance duties for external activities,
moving to the Personnel Office in 1996.
Adriano was actively involved in ICTP’s Fund for Hunger, which was established + Adriano Lucatello
by Abdus Salam in 1984 and is supported by monthly staff contributions. He
initiated a water project in Kenya, and personally visited the site several times over the years.
A rememberance of Adriano is available on the Fund for Hunger website (http://users.ictp.it/fund) •

uPCOmINg sCIENTIFIC ACTIvITIEs
For more details, visit the ICTP web page: www.ictp.it
16 - 24 January
School on Strongly Coupled Physics Beyond the Standard Model
23 - 27 January
Joint ICTP-IAEA Workshop on Fusion Plasma Modelling using Atomic and Molecular Data
25 - 27 January
Workshop on Strongly Coupled Physics Beyond the Standard Model
30 January - 3 february
Preparatory School to the Winter College on Optics: Advances in Nano-Optics and Plasmonics
6 - 17 february
Winter College on Optics: Advances in Nano-Optics and Plasmonics
6 - 24 february
ICTP-ITU/BDT School on Sustainable Wireless ICT Solutions for Environmental Monitoring
20 february - 2 March
Advanced School on Scientific Software Development: Concepts and Tools
19 - 28 March
Spring School on Superstring Theory and Related Topics
19 - 30 March
School on Synchrotron and FEL Based Methods and their Multi-Disciplinary Applications
11 - 27 April
Workshop on Science Applications of GNSS in Developing Countries
16 - 20 April
AIP Industrial Physics Forum 2012: Capacity Building for Industrial Physics in Developing and
Emerging Economies
23 - 27 April
Joint ICTP-TWAS Workshop on Entrepreneurship for Physicists and Engineers from Developing
Countries
23 - 27 April
From Genes to Atomic Structures: an Introduction to Synchrotron-Based Structural Biology
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